Florida State University
Division of Finance & Administration

RETIREES 2019 - 2020
Thank you for your many years of service!

Edward Earl Acoff          Charles Griffin          Jack Alla Robinson
Sharon Allen                Abraham Harrison Jr.     Paul Robinson
Michael Ballow              Cheryl Hicks            Sandra Robinson
Robert Taylor Brooks        James Howell            Roy Schuetz
Danny Dayhoff               Edwin Hunter            Julio Soto
Zack Duval                  Ronny Jones             Cassandra Thomas-Walker
Brownell Ellis              Linda Kinlaw             Debra Williams-Houston
Wendell Fields              Freeman Lee Jr.          Abbie Wright
Tyrone Givens               Douglas Earl McQueen       Wanza Wynn
Randy Paul
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Dennis Bailey
Kathryn Bailey
Andrew Barineau
Sheila Bernstein
Mark Bertolami
Earnest Wayne Bostick Sr.
Donald Brown
Robert Brown
Frank Cull
Jabet Estevez
Brian Fairhurst
Michael Ferguson
Joseph Frick
Larry Gordon
Robert Harbin
Richard Harris
Thomas Jacobson
McArthur Knight
Sherri Leggett
Brenda McCall
Rayfield Mullins
Karrie Jean Musgrove
Janet Reagan
Martha Rouise
Thomas Russ
Elijaha Scott
Carolyn Sharpe
Robert Sherrod
Betsy Della Smith
Kelvin Stephens
Carolyn Thomas
Jean Thompson
Agnes Washington Vanover
Cynthia Vedo
Jonathan Wainwright
Susan Weathersbee
Andrew Howell Welch
Cheryl White
Charles Edward Williams
Stefanie Williams
Shirley Ann Wilson
Steven Wisecup
Sharon Woodall
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